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Voice Assist Application - Privacy Policy 

 

Your employer knows that privacy is important to you and wants to inform you about the way in which 

your personal data is processed when you use the Voice Assist App (on your smartphone or the web). 

 

The Voice Assist App allows you to share the personal data of your choice with your Personal Assistant 

(human or digital) in order to personalize the services offered to you. You can change the data you share 

or don't share with the App at any time. 

However, certain personal data are necessary for the proper functioning of the App, and the collection of 

such data is indispensable: if you don't want this personal data to be processed, you should not use the 

Voice Assist App. 

 

In this context of the functioning of the Voice Assist App, the following personal data may be processed:    

- Your last name, first name, work e-mail address, landline and mobile number, function, and 

name of your company: these data will be used to create your profile on the App and to identify 

you. They are necessary for the proper functioning of the App. 

- Your contacts stored in your smartphone: these data are processed so that your Personal 

Assistant (human or digital) can handle the calls you receive. 

- Messages received and logged by your human or digital Personal Assistant. These messages 

don't include the personal messages stored on your smartphone. These data are processed to 

give you specific information about people who have called you. You can delete the messages at 

any time. 

- The details of your calendar based on the calendar on your smartphone or in the cloud. You can 

choose whether to share all the details or just the slots indicating your free/occupied time: 

these data are processed so that your human or digital Personal Assistant can fix appointments 

for you and save them in your calendar. 

- Your call history: the history of incoming and outgoing calls on your smartphone (calling and 

called number, time and duration of call). These data are processed to ensure the quality and 

proper functioning of the service. 

- Your preferences regarding the communication channel between you and your human or digital 

Personal Assistant (texts, e-mails, push notifications, etc.). These data are processed so that the 

App can communicate with you according to your preferences. 
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- Any e-mail models you have configured: these data are processed to allow you to send an 

automatic reply to your contacts. 

- Your personal preferences regarding the use of the App functions (the calendar planning, use of 

the service, etc.), so that your human or digital Personal Assistant can provide you with the 

service you desire. 

- The geolocation data of your smartphone, if your employer provides for this and you agree to it. 

Your profile data are kept for as long as you use the App. They will be deleted when you delete the App 

from your smartphone. 

The data processed and collected when you use the Voice Assist App are stored by your employer. They 

are kept for one year. 

 

You have the right of access and rectification of your personal data. You must contact your employer to 

exercise these rights. 

 


